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Brood War

A new generation

Eder Cordova

Prologue

I personally think that the fantastic stories help us to see life differently, fantasy is a beautiful
ability of humans to create things that are not based on their ideas, in my opinion is a worthy
magical gift to admire and follow every day we dream we live in our minds some kind of fantasy
unintended but often desirable.

Tyler also discovered that it is someone important in the era, you will discover the power of love
and friendship in a fascinating adventure, perhaps, the circumstances leading to face unfamiliar
situations and new for the three races that inhabit the earth depend on their strength, their
determination, their sense of hope.

Dedication

A God I appreciate the opportunity of life and health to develop a literary work, Eglis Navarro and
Luis Cordova my parents for their efforts to give me a proper education in addition to always
encourage me to go ahead, my daughter Elena Cordova to be the flame that ignites my mornings
with his antics, my beautiful wife Laurent Troconis for being my unconditional support, as the
woman who keeps me breathing love, she began transcribing my writings and formalize to be a
literary work.

Thanks to my niece Estivalis Diaz for being the first fan of this book, she encouraged me always to
write the next chapter, we often talk hours about the characters thereof, without interest would
have been impossible to continue, my nephew Eduis Diaz by support me with drawing artwork
book also read it to me, my sister Maria P. Troconis to be another of the fans of this work from the
beginning.
Chapter 1

Tyler's ALERE

The overwhelming overwhelming cold night makes neighbors of a long street, start going inside
their homes for heating and house their bodies.

Among the gnashing of teeth, people shivering and an almost relentless weather, the street is
running low, however, one of the largest houses in the neighborhood respecter of the other, is
home to the Meyer family is apparently holiday, laughing and joking barbecue smoke is lost in the
air while they eat and drink all ignore the low temperature which makes condensed water vapor
exhaling.

Time passes cold and dark to be heavy and intriguing when the sharp sound of bells is heard in the
distance, this noise paralyzes the laughter of those unaware Meyer left alone outside his home.

Three shadows reflected away by the light of an old lighthouse, on the other side of the house look
out sooner than usual, three silhouettes appear on the scene, the first of the silhouettes is a white
male of medium size of about 1.76m high, shoes jeans brown shoes which colored hanging
curious bells red to solve the mystery of the sound, this man is dressed in cargo pants brown a bit
wide, a beige shirt stuck to his body and an open brown coat that reaches her ankles, the neck of
this hangs an old chain with a characteristic said having a pentagon with seven lines with forms of
claws punched in native Orama, the locket is such an intense red like crimson eyes of this man is
fixed and reckless always to the front, behind this strange man just two meters away
approximately they take forms two silhouettes of tall subjects that this first man, both dressed in
black jackets that barely cover her knees the rest of the clothing and footwear is very similar to the
first single man in black, however chains these men have charms in the same way but light blue,
the three men walk serenely though the two are they look back quietly around as making sure
everything is in order.

Seconds later these men are going in front of the house of the Meyer family gasps and silent,
everyone stays in their chairs barely breathing and staring at the floor even the guys are stumped;
in the midst of trouble Meyer one dares to walk and goes to the same place as the men, Jhonny
Meyer is a robust man of about 50 years.

In the distance, one of the houses of the neighborhood is strangely surrounded by some cats on
the roof, a beautiful cat black color begins to be transfigured to take the form of a beautiful
brunette lady straight hair black, she stays Squat knees staring into the room in front of the roof,
after two minutes the three men come to the house and remain unsaid unemployed words against
it, Jhonny passes through the side of these men without even looking at them, but the two men
dressed of black react at the time and try to go after him, when suddenly this man dress Brown
says softly:
- We have not come by! Everything in "Court" has its time of trial.

Jhonny, who stopped to see the attitude of those men and having heard the words of Bruce says
without turning or looking at them.

- Did dare disobey a direct order from a developer Level 1? Go as things have changed in court, I
do not want you to misunderstand anything Bruce, I do not intervene in the delivery of "ALERE"
Tyler behooves us all to return to court.

- You're the same as always Jhonny, then we'll talk.

- Not yet but we will surely remember looks and lets look. - Refer Jhonny

Jhonny goes without saying other words, is the home of Miller.
- Forgive me for entering without knocking, friends of Bruce made the atmosphere was a little
tense and my mind went elsewhere.

- Quiet Jhonny Thanks for always supporting us, I will go to receive the ALERE Tyler, make yourself
comfortable, Janet will serve coffee, the kids are in their rooms.

Mike after talking to Jhonny up to the room of his son Tyler and sees the girl who had transfigured
before on the roof, it is outside the bedroom door Tyler with a beautiful box the size of a cigarette
box in his hands, when he sees coming to Mike curtsies and extends that box of brown wood with
four legs gold with a Roman drawing.

- Thanks Katrina, tell the Judge Ryan that everything will be fine, we will all be in court soon.
- My respects Developer Miller, forgive have trespassed home.

- Do not worry, I'm almost used to! - Mike says as he smiles.

Mike floor with the box containing the ALERE while listening to Janet and Jhonny are laughing.

- Janet let's take care easy and laugh rather not know what will happen when Tyler begins to go to
court.

- What do you think about that Jhonny?

- My people are ready to defend our families, we trust Tyler and his upbringing, the road will not
be easy but we will make judged to be confirmed as the balance of the world, and Mike is one of
the most popular developers of court, so you must have many followers that although it is true that
not betray the judge is also true that Mike will support somehow.

Janet hugs Mike blushing and looking at Jhonny says his head, the night spent in the home of
Miller, Jhonny falls asleep on the couch in the living room of their friends, Janet to her bedroom
goes to sleep, Mike subsequently up from his chair to go to bed and talks to Jhonny while he sleeps
saying that this time not let him fight alone because he is his friend.

Chapter 2

Repeated dream

The heaviness of a peculiar atmosphere draws a delicate cold night, while a shower of stars marks
the beauty of God's creation, all dumbfounded contemplate the phenomenon that has already
been announced by the media, Tyler alone in the middle of an alley looking at these people out of
their homes, slowly time becomes stranger and decides to walk without any direction in particular,
whenever the guy takes a step respectful glances of some people with decisive traits in his eyes
and his hands make your mind is seeking an answer about what is happening, feelings begin to be
more anxiety than fear, you do not understand that such beings are apparently different human
eyes.

Amid the despair he seen in the distance a face that does not know but it seems familiar, this raises
confidence inside, that face is Thea a white girl with dark hair wearing a dress worn perhaps to
some ceremony she is simply angelic, Tyler without reasoning runs to her with an impetuous
speed, faster and faster approaches Thea, about two meters away in front of her stops, their eyes
meet as if they loved, after a moment of deep romanticism she begins to laugh with him, like old
acquaintances hand holding looking slightly up, when suddenly everything stops, a notorious and
long breath like a hound scenting their faces, more than 40 men with faces serene look and a
surprising smell challenge the silence of the night and one of them with notorious teeth, claws and
superhuman strength pouncing on Tyler and attacks while others around him without letting him
escape, attacked several times is heavily wounded after this looks down her body on the floor and
a distinctive collar illuminates for 5 seconds before shutting down forever, Tyler begins to scream
for help when suddenly wake up sweaty and scared, it is thought for a moment believes his
repeated sleep is incomplete, feel the need to investigate what happens, he gets up goes to the
mirror in her room to wash his face, still numbed note an anomaly in the color of her eyes, falling
into account his nightmare ignores what you just saw, he awarded the fact the bad night he has
lived; decides to take a shower to go to college then down to have breakfast and then:

Janet a white lady curly hair about forty-three years old is having a cup of hot chocolate sitting on a
chair in the kitchen, she looks up, her face takes on a life and a charming smile is the preamble of
congratulations his son, then congratulates raised voice and asks how he slept that night, Tyler
gives him a big hug while smelling the hair of his Mama and says he has used his shampoo
Strawberry, invites you had a dream a little strange to be his birthday but expect a good party next
Saturday, girls and gifts to calm their desire to "sniff new smells."

Tyler kisses her mother's forehead and burns with joy as she feels her husband who come
suddenly bursts on the scene with an air of anger. - Mike a man medium athletic build your child
goes shakes his hand to congratulate him while asking about the issue of sniff, Tyler apologizes
with a smile on his face tells his father that he is not talking about drugs, which in fact he has not
even thought of that thanks to the breeding and culture of their parents about being a correct
citizen. Tyler also includes his father in the embrace of her mother.

- I think it's a matter of vocabulary and expressions child. - Adds Janet.

- They mom why not make this a scandal, also my birthday is it not? Today we celebrate the coming
of the university and the night will be for me, is not it dad?

- That's right, but try not smell so much and open your eyes.

Tyler says goodbye leaving the scene amid laughter, while downstairs knocks on the door of the
bedroom of his sister Cameron, who listens to loud music ...

- Cameron opens the door, it's getting late!

- I'm coming stop bothering, it is still too early!

- Okay, take whatever you want, just as I do not think you can look as sexy as Megan ... I do not
think Steve notice you, would be a very far-fetched couple. - Tyler's laughter covering the house.

- I'm going to break your face before you can apologize.

Tyler comes to dining, turns and sees something coming fast toward his face, he is a basketball
that has launched him his younger brother John straight in the face, seeing that is very close just
closes her eyes and takes the hit.

- I do not think it's the best gift in the world but surely wake you.

- Those caresses not wake anyone, but I need money so we bet our counters with this ball game 9
points what do you say?

- Okay $ 20 will not make a difference in my savings.

Both they go to the backyard of the house bouncing the ball, pass to the other side of the heavy
glass door with difficulty moving between the two.

- I do not understand why the door is so heavy. - Says Tyler.

- Are we going to talk or to play dear brother?

- Neither brother, I will take away your allowance because I need your money.

- I don't think so you have to work hard for winning to me.

Tyler and John play a boring game that Tyler easily wins while his brother chasing him around the
yard trying to take the ball.

- 9-3 advantage for the big Tyler Miller on his little brother rude. Tyler blurted

- I promise I'll play again this afternoon, I will not take no for an answer.

Tyler leaves his brother in the yard throwing footballs, up enlists, down to eat, then Cameron
leaves his bedroom and begins to pursue Tyler leave their homes amid shouts, laughter and
notebooks flying until Tyler manages mounted in your vehicle and closes the door locks preventing
Cameron get in the car, she hit the windows of the vehicle while he mocks from within ...

- Are you going to open brother or not you want to receive your first and best birthday? (Tyler stops
laughing and looking grace opens insurance)

- Take I think you do not deserve but a matter of tradition that the eldest sister something to regale
his little brother on his birthday.

- A rolex? God! I shut the door more often this car is the most beautiful, functional and expensive
gift you have ever given me, I love you little sister ... They both laugh for a few seconds, now if you
have to run late Tyler adds.

Cameron placed her hand on Tyler when he takes the lever ...

- No no no no, First music.
She turns the car audio player and put some rap at full volume and the two go to college.

Chapter 3

The Court

It rains heavily on the outskirts of the city, a beautiful landscape even in the rain rises impetuously
between two large mountains, a huge castle with seven towers remains upright after hundreds of
years, large bricks up its strong walls of which stand two balconies for each tower, each of them is
a Orama, all uniformed and look to the horizon watching a sign of pride and respect for what they
do.

The entrance to the castle is a long rocky road full of flower petals, wind and rain began to cease, a
shining sun breaks through the clouds in the day seems to be blessed by God.

Just outside one of the rooms of the castle seven Oramas are sitting, each representing the original
clans of this race, they are:

Salpiose of Greek origin Nequeida a white man with short hair brown color, athletic body, a little
more than others, heir to the plero speed.

Charles Matsu of American origin, a man Salpiose lower than about 1.95m tall with blond hair, heir
to the plero of force, Charles is the only heir who has managed to defeat a judge.

Minka Croto of Polish origin, a beautiful young girl with long reddish hair with a strange scar on
his right eyebrow, heiress plero jumps.

Anius of Iatsu a dark man of African origin with blue eyes and average height heir plero Vision.

Shoubin of an Asian man Ghum low stature plero heir camouflage, Shoubin is also the advisor to
the judge.

Lottis Jazem of Arab origin is a tall woman with short black hair, heiress plero of hypnosis and
telekinesis.

Juan of Jumker of South American origin, a man of cinnamon skin heir plero youth and healing.

Gradually you approach that room, the girl went to the home of Miller to deliver alere Tyler, she is
looking down while arriving and finding against 7 heirs bows and asks permission to enter .
Anius of Iatsu lets Katrina story in which is a good allegi from the Oramas at the same time informs
him that can happen, that Judge Ryan has been waiting for.

Minka one of the heiresses plericas raises his voice.

- So we meet the Son of promise, the person who will bring balance back to our world! Hahahaha
- Minka are many words for a Orama of the nobility. Add Anius.

Minka stop talking looks at Anius, he looks up, slowly turns his back, take a good air space, inhale,
exhale quickly, looks with outrage.
- Anius, Anius ... Nobility is the one that takes you away from perfection to control 7 pleros.

- The seven pleros can only be controlled by elected judges and still predominates plero of his clan.

- That's what I tried has told us for years.

While they speak Jazem gets up and takes a step forward, without opening his eyes, begins to
concentrate and gradually raises both arms, stretching out her hands as if addressing those who
speak, John tries to get up in the moment of tension which is not have noticed Minka and Anius,
however hand Shoubin stops finally Jazem opens his eyes and down his hands, Minka and Anius

fall into account what happens surprised when suddenly Jazem placed her hands on his shoulders
and smiles staring and whispering.

- Nobody wants a bad impression any of the 7 pléricos heirs, forgive Katrina goes ahead takes.

Katrina goes ahead with downcast eyes, gradually turns to a white door and manages to touch her
2 times, when someone opens it, then a soft smell of peace comes from within, breeze from the
room lulls all they are outside, a bright light begins to decrease and at the bottom a shrill voice is
directed to Katrina:

- Welcome Katrina tell the family heir and his growth as a teenager.

Katrina jacking his right to the floor knee and lowers his head to go to Judge Ryan, but the look of
the allegi rises by inertia and begins to contemplate the throne of the Judge, who is sitting in an
old and polished white chair surrounded by table semi-curve, at the head of the chair is engraved
the symbol of the Orama and behind that chair seven beautiful pillars, each of them has
woodcarving symbol of each plero representing the skills of Orama, they rise Katrina returns itself
and ...

- Excuse distraction His Majesty had never been in this beautiful room.

- Anyone entering this room can first be stunned with its decor and history, tell me how did it go?

- Your Majesty, above all thanks for letting me talk, thank you very much also for the honor of
serving as a tool to bring the ALERE Tyler, the mission has been carried out smoothly, the parcel
has been delivered; Miller about his power is intact, I could feel his strength and love.

- What about the others? They have allowed to see?

- No my Lord.

- Okay Katrina, you can go for now.

- Thank you my Lord.

Katrina leaves the scene and leaves the room, though its scent remains concentrated in the lucky
break of Ryan ... toc, toc resumes the great door of that room when Ryan goes to his goalkeeper.

- Let her go Jim.

- As you say, my Lord.

- Ryan! As is ... - Add Minka with insulting tone.

Shoubin manages to enter and interrupts Minka aloud.

- My Lord, forgive the audacity to Crotos, she's just a little nervous about the arrival of Miller guy.
says Shoubin

- The Ghum have been synonymous with respect for generations, she calls all heirs and developers
of level one to a meeting in the celestial room in an hour.

- So will My Lord, Let Minka.

- For now I just take orders from Ryan, convenes the meeting Shoubin after all was an order.

- Okay Shoubin go and fulfill your mission.

Shoubin leaves the room to inform the heirs that there will be a meeting Jazem helps developers to
call level one by using telekinesis, while in the room ...

- Ryan know you're not the only judge in the world and that makes you vulnerable.

- Disregard of Crotos is something that does not reach the mercy of the nobility, but will clarify
your doubts, there are 4 courts in the world and each judge seeks peace of the 3 races keep the
Myrodias truce and humans alike Thus, the vulnerability is something we are all exposed.

- No such power stops to gain ground, just think of the Kings and Presidents.

*
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